The INTEGRA® Advantage...

Long before current trends, INTEGRA® chemical designers were pursuing environmental solutions. Today, INTEGRA® leads the industry in providing "green" answers to the marketplace.

Our quest to bring you safe and environmentally friendly technologies is never ending. Come with us into INTEGRA®’s realm of simple earth friendly solutions.
THE INTEGRA® PROGRAM

Anderson Chemical Company has released the HPG (High Performance Green) Products to enhance the INTEGRA® FoodService line. These products are formulated with effective environmentally preferable chemistry.

Institutional kitchens have historically cleaned dishes and environmental surfaces with highly acidic or caustic products, exposing employees to chemical hazards. Anderson’s HPG FoodService provides safer products with new chemistry to effectively handle the challenge of tough kitchen cleaning.

Advantages... INTEGRA® products are formulated with effective environmentally preferable chemistry. The result is safer products for you and safer products for the environment.

Safety... INTEGRA® safer chemistry will positively impact your company.

► INTEGRA® products must meet rigorous evaluation and testing.
► INTEGRA® products provide less hazardous materials for your personnel.
► INTEGRA® products will carry lower-to-no hazardous ingredient labeling with reduced-to-no hazards for warehousing and DOT shipping and handling invoices.
► And last, but certainly not least, INTEGRA® products provide a positive environmental impact as their work is completed and they travel downstream. Federal, state and local regulators are becoming increasingly restrictive in the type of effluents that are allowable. They are joining the millions in the private sector who want to maintain, or reclaim, healthy streams, rivers, lakes, and air.

Future... More and more customers are looking for environmentally preferable products. Hospitality, schools, healthcare and other public and private facilities want to show their clients that they are doing their part to protect and preserve the environment. Government regulators are demanding safer products for employees and the environment.

The time is now, the products are by INTEGRA®.

HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN

INTEGRA® offers High Performance Green Products for all types of FoodService.

Proven Solutions...

► Our products and systems are people and environmentally safer.
► Our super concentrated formulas keep your facilities clean.
► Our systems are sure and accurate
► Effective training programs.
► Improved productivity.

While all facilities are different, INTEGRA® has a system that is right for you!

Additional INTEGRA® FoodService Products

INTEGRA® FoodService Products are formulated from the safest possible ingredients.

HIGH PERFORMANCE GREEN FoodService Products are formulated from the safest possible ingredients.

INTEGRA® offers High Performance Green Products for all types of FoodService.